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Welcome to our second Burnt Mill Co-operative Trust magazine, in which
I am delighted to be able to share with you the many events and activities
we have held or been involved in which has enabled us to transform the
educational experiences of the young people in our area of Harlow. 
We have had a very busy year working together as a family of schools and have seen the
impact working together can have on our students. We are expecting some very good
results both in the primary and secondary section of our Trust. 

Our motto is “Outstanding education, exceptional people” and to prove we are committed
to recruiting the best to work with our exceptional students, we have been able to recruit two amazing
people to our Trust. 

Firstly, we are excited to welcome Paul Jackson as executive head of the primary section of our Trust. Paul
comes with a wealth of experience and knowledge. He is a trustee for the National Children’s Orchestra, a
local leader of education and currently headteacher at Gallions Primary School in Newham. 

Suzy Stride, Labour parliamentary candidate for Harlow, has also joined BMAT and will become a director on
the Trust board. Suzy has a great commitment to providing educational opportunities for all young people in
Harlow and we are delighted to have her join the Trust at this exciting time in our development.

In this edition, not only do we look to the future with information about some of the exciting adventures and
experiences we have planned for our community next year, but we also reflect on the past year. In particular,
the many extra-curricular successes our students have enjoyed – including our senior students in netball and
chess competitions, our young architects who did so well in a tough national competition and our student
who was successful in the national Gardeners World design competition.

Enjoy reading about our exceptional young people and the life-changing experiences we are offering them. 

HELENA MILLS Headteacher, Burnt Mill Academy and CEO BM Co-operative Trust
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Adventurous students are partway 
through their exciting trip to Ghana
The 11-day trip will see the Year 11 students enjoy adventure weekends in the Cape Coast and Volta
Region, take a short hike through Kakum national rainforest, visit Cape Coast Castle which famously
held thousands of African slaves, visit a monkey sanctuary,  climb Mount Afadjato, dine at a restaurant
built over a crocodile lake and take part in a community project.

In an effort to build their team and prepare for the active trip, they visited Wales where they climbed
Mount Snowdon. Andrew Scott, Ghana expedition school co-ordinator, said: “The team-building
exercise to climb Mount Snowdon was part of our fundraising plan. More importantly, it was
designed as a group bonding exercise to build group cohesion, promote fitness and endurance, as

well as encourage perseverance.

“At Christ The King Primary, in Ghana, a lack of
Government funding has resulted in poor classroom
conditions with broken floors and flimsy walls. Our
children have volunteered to work in the classrooms
as well as help to concrete classroom floors where
many of the young children take their naps.”

Dennis Dogbe, country co-ordinator in Ghana, said:
“Everyone is so happy to welcome Burnt Mill
students and staff to our community.”

Burnt Mill Academy
Outstanding education – exceptional people

Burnt Mill Academy, First Avenue, Harlow, Essex CM20 2NR

(for Satellite Navigation purposes please use CM20 2NP)

Telephone: 01279 300555 (Reception) 
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A new structure will see lessons extended from the
current 60 minutes each to 100 minutes to give
students the opportunity to complete GCSE
courses in one year.

The move will ensure students not only get to focus on their

core subjects, but that they can enrich their education with

qualifications in prestigious subjects including Latin and classical

studies.

From September, Year 9 and 10 students will work to the new-

look timetable, choosing two GCSE subjects to study throughout

the year. By the end of Year 9, they will secure GCSE grades and

then choose a further two to study in Year 10.

Paul Williams, assistant headteacher, said the changes are being

made to ensure students can take the options they love without

having to drop more core subjects such as geography and history.

He said: “Nationally, there is a big emphasis on students getting

qualifications in subjects which will give them a good start in life.

This way, we can encourage them to take those subjects they want

to give them a real breadth and variety without having to make a

decision to drop a core subject such as modern foreign languages

to study dance. We feel these subjects can be as useful in securing

future careers for our young adults, building their confidence and

personalities. This puts our students in a strong position if they have

those qualifications in the bag when they leave at 16.

“The new curriculum structure creates more time. It will enable

students to complete their option GCSEs in just one year. By the

time the traditional exam season arrives for them in Year 11, they

will already have six qualifications under their belts. 

“We have researched this type of structure at other schools.

The evidence shows it is a real success to sit exams each year.”

Students, with advice from their teachers and families, may

decide to take what they consider to be the more difficult subjects

in Year 9 to get them out of the way or leave them until they are

older and feel more prepared. The school feels the new structure

enables them to come up with a plan which works for the individual

child.

Mr Williams said: “This is the right time to make these changes

as our teaching and learning are outstanding. We can adapt to the

challenges it may bring now that quality is in place.”

Headteacher Helena Mills added: “This change enables us to

offer subjects not generally offered at other state schools, such as

ancient history. This curriculum will ensure Burnt Mill students leave

with the most prestigious subjects at GCSE. It also means our

students will have enjoyed a broad and balanced curriculum enabling

them to compete for places at all the top universities nationally and

internationally.

“A lot of hard work has gone into planning this curriculum and

we know our students will thrive as a result of it.”

Year 7 and 8 will continue with the existing lesson structure

because younger students benefit from the shorter sessions. 

Mr Gove, invited to take a tour of the school by
Harlow MP Robert Halfon, promised to look into
the possibility of Burnt Mill being developed to
include a sixth form provision after students told
him they would like the option to stay on at the
school for their post-16 education.
He said: “It’s a really good thing for every school that wants it to

have a sixth form. There are some great colleges which do not offer

the wide range of subjects that people want to do. I will speak with

Robert Halfon and the team back at the department to look at

sixth form provision in Harlow and see what we can do.”

Proud headteacher Helena Mills, whose team has boosted

GCSE pass rates from 27% to 76% in just a few years, is eager to

enable her students to continue on the successful Burnt Mill path

into sixth form. She said: “I am always keen to ensure the public

are aware of how great the comprehensive system is. I was

delighted Mr Gove recognised BMA ‘exemplifies the very very best

of comprehensive education’.”

Mr Gove heard about the highly attended Saturday schools and

the All Stars who are given an extra push to get all A* grades.

He also sat with a group of Year 7 to 11 students, giving them

an opportunity to tell the secretary of state about their

experiences of Burnt Mill.

After experiencing lessons in English and music and after-school

clubs in dance and computer science, Mr Gove said: “I think Burnt

Mill is fantastic; it’s an absolutely brilliant school. It’s great to see that

level of ambition from students and level of support from a

wonderful leadership team. Helena is right to be so ambitious for

her students. Harlow students are as good, if not better than, others

in the country. This school proves that.

“I will be back in touch with Helena to find out the ingredients

which make the school such a success. The students have already

given me a clear indication the outstanding teaching and extra-

curricular support are all part of what makes this school

outstanding. There are some comprehensive schools which need

to improve. Robert was anxious for me to come to Burnt Mill as

students are from a huge variety of backgrounds and yet achieve

outstanding results. Comprehensives do work. It’s fantastic to see

a comprehensive like this work so well, taking children from every

background and making sure they achieve.”

Students will start collecting GCSEs from 
the age of 13 under our new curriculum

Government minister Michael Gove branded Burnt 
Mill Academy “absolutely brilliant” during a visit



BURNT MILL

Each school will still have its
own leader, with the new title of
head of school.

Mr Jackson will help the Trust
with its mission to bring the
primary schools up to and beyond
the Ofsted-rated Outstanding
standard of Burnt Mill.

He will take up his post in
September, initially on a year-long
secondment from his role as
headteacher of Gallions Primary
School, in Newham, East London.

He said: “I started at Gallions
when it was a brand new school
15 years ago. It was a challenging
area, with 95% social housing, high level of value crime
and a high level of unemployment. I joined when we
were faced with challenging behaviour, challenging
attitudes to learning and no parental involvement.

“In 2012, the school was named the seventh most
improved in the UK and the most improved school in
London – making an improvement of 61% points in just
three years. That was achieved through pure
determination and clear vision, offering a rich
educational experience based around the creative arts.”

Mr Jackson will work closely with BMAT chief
executive and Burnt Mill headteacher Helena Mills.
Like Miss Mills, he is intent on developing the whole
child and not just focusing on exam results.

He said: “Of course I want children to be able to
read and write to the very best of their ability, but I
also want them to stand out in a crowd, to be
confident and very employable in the future. We will
be offering our children a wide range of experiences,
getting them out whenever we can to the theatre,
galleries, museums, into London and further afield and
inviting visitors in to work with them.”

Mr Jackson is keen for best
practise in each of his primaries
to be shared among the family
of schools, reassuring his teams:
“My role is going to be very
much about getting some
stability and listening to the
strengths which already exist,
building on these strengths and
sharing them. It won’t be about
going in and making sweeping
changes, but every minute we
waste is a minute of our
children’s education wasted and
that’s not acceptable. We want
to provide the very best for our

children; the best teachers, the best facilities and the
best curriculum so they can become world-class. It is
a big ask, but we have no choice but to achieve it.”

Father-of-two Mr Jackson, who is spending time
on the patch now so he can hit the ground running
in September, said: “The idea of having a secondary
school linked to its feeder primaries and to watch
children from the age of three right through their
educational journey is really exciting. It will enable us
to provide an even smoother transition from primary
to secondary; working in true partnership and not
just at the end of Year 6, but throughout a child’s
primary school years.

“I believe this is a model which will be replicated
in the future.”

Of his unique new role, he said: “This feels like the
natural next step for me; the next challenge. I’m really
excited about working with enthusiastic heads of
schools; passionate people who can make a real
difference. I can’t wait to work with the staff to drive
the schools forward and to have an impact on children
from similar working class backgrounds to my own.”

A primary expert has been drafted in to lead 
our four partner schools to world-class status
The Burnt Mill Co-operative Academy Trust (BMAT) has brought in 
Paul Jackson to oversee Freshwaters, Roydon, Little Parndon and Cooks 
Spinney primary schools as executive headteacher.

That’s the view at Little Parndon Primary School – and all of the
BMAT schools - as they waved off their tiny Year 2 pupils for an
overnight adventure.

The group of 20 children spent two days at Cuffley Camp, in
Hertfordshire, camping under the stars in tents among the woodland.

Headteacher Emma Bloomfield said: “The children went around
an assault course, collected wood and built a camp fire, had
hot chocolate around the camp fire and took part in team-
building games.

“Trips like this allow us to provide children with experiences we
can’t offer  in the classroom. It also extends and challenges children
in a different way and gives them the opportunity to apply skills learnt
in the classroom to practical situations.”

You’re never too young to explore!



A young politician who 
went from state education 
to studying at Cambridge is
teaming up with us to 
inspire students
Parliamentary hopeful Suzy Stride has become a
director of the Burnt Mill Co-operative Academy Trust,
joining forces with chief executive Helena Mills to change
the mindset of the town’s families.

Ms Stride, who hopes to win the Harlow seat for Labour, is
passionate about investing in schools and young people to give them
the best start in life.

Having grown up in East
London, she knows the
battle some children face in
fighting back against the
stereotypes.

Ms Stride, whose day job
is with charity City Gateway
where she works in
education with young people
from difficult backgrounds,
said: “I am incredibly

passionate about tapping into the potential which is in all young
people whatever their background, which is why it is fantastic to work
in education. I was also involved in a policy review looking at engaging
youngsters in politics. There is a definite aspirations gap in Harlow;
young people are just not aiming high enough. So, I launched my
aspirations campaign and set about sharing my own story of how I
went from state school education to Cambridge University.

“I am from the East End and that didn’t stop me. I believe state
school education sets you up for life rather than holds you back.
Anything tough you go through simply builds resilience. The next
Alan Sugar will come from this kind of area, not from Eton. 

“I was lucky in that I had a very dynamic headteacher, but when
she left there were no other teachers encouraging me to aim for
the top universities. I did not have an easy journey getting to
Cambridge, I had to fight for it.

“There is potential in everyone, in every community and every
school. It’s about tapping into that potential and that’s what Helena
is fantastic at. She is very aspirational and ambitious for the children,
which is absolutely right. This is about me coming alongside what is
already going on here and using my experience, skills and
connections to enhance it.

“If every school was like Burnt Mill, the world would be a better
place. Children here are getting a fantastic education.”

Miss Mills, whose own mission is to inspire young people to reach
for their dreams, no matter what their background, said: “I am delighted
to have Suzy Stride on board with the Trust. She stands for the same
values as us and believes every single child deserves the very best
education and the most exciting opportunities, regardless of their
background. We are on a mission to provide a world-class education
and Suzy is fighting for the same things for Harlow’s young people.”

There’s no better inspiration
to pushing a school forward
than your own 
young daughter
Stuart Pope is the new head of
school at Cooks Spinney
Primary School where his
daughter Jessica is in Year 1.

He said: “I want my daughter to have an outstanding primary
education. There’s no better way of achieving that than making it
happen myself.”

The school has seen lots of changes over recent years,
successfully coming out of special measures in 2010, combining the
infants and juniors into a primary in 2012 and then converting to
an academy. In 2013, Ofsted recognised the positive journey and
upgraded it to “requires improvement”.

Mr Pope, a former Burnt Mill Academy student, said: “Becoming
a part of the BMAT means we are able to pool all of our resources
and talents and share one vision.

“There has already been an effect on behaviour management
and teaching and learning continues to improve. As a leadership
team, we have continued to monitor things and support people in
improving parts of their practise. We are in a very good position as
lots of aspects across the school are now consistent and we are
giving as broad and balanced a curriculum as possible.”

The links with Burnt Mill means the primaries are able to now
offer lessons in music and sport with expert teachers, out of reach
for most primary schools. 

Mr Pope said: “Leaders from all BMA Trust schools share a vision
and steps to success. Our goal is to be outstanding and we will
support each other to get there.”

BMA: EMBRACING OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY - AND THE  WORLD THAT SURROUNDS IT...



New house leader Peter Craft, a maths
teacher, is on a mission to get all students
involved in experiences which will enrich
their lives and create some friendly
competition.

Trips to the zoo, theatre and ice skating are on
the agenda, as well as drama days and white water
rafting to inject some fun into the school community.

Stephen Hehir, deputy headteacher, said: “We
push children really hard here for their academic
progress which is evidenced by our results. We tell
them they have to aim high and they rise to the
challenge and meet our expectations.

“However, we also want to ensure that we keep
children happy and build a community at Burnt Mill
that all students, teachers, parents and governors can
be proud of.

“The house system has been here for a long time
and it is one of the cornerstones of the school. We
want to put some new energy into this by the
appointment of Peter Craft who is so passionate
about all things House!”

Each house will have its own charity to support
and the house with the most points at the end of

each year will be presented with a trophy.
Mr Hehir said: “It’s not going to be all about

massive trips, but lots of smaller ones to appeal to
different types of students, not forgetting our focus of
being fully inclusive so that everyone has an
opportunity for enrichment.

“House sport is also coming back in a big way to
encourage friendly competition. We will have a staff
rounders competition at the end of each term to
really inject some competitive spirit into the house
system among the staff, too.”

The traditional house system is being 
given a new lease of life

BURNT MILL

Penny Walker, 15, was the youngest person selected to display her creative design at
the RHS Flower Show Birmingham at BBC Gardeners World Live 2014.

Not only did she impress her way to the big gardening event, but she came away with a bronze
medal.

Penny, Year 10, put together a design which incorporated Birmingham’s many motorways and
canals to look like a map made from flowers.

The keen gardener said: “My mum and grandma are really into gardening so I get my interest
from them and always watch the Chelsea Flower Show on TV. My favourite subjects at school are art
and technology so this enabled me to bring all of those aspects together.

“I was really hoping they would pick me to display at the show, but I thought maybe I might be
too young. There were only 20 of us picked from 100 applicants and I was the only child selected.”

Penny had to spend several months
growing her own plants for the show and had
four days to put the display in place before
judging.

She said: “I think the older people were a
little surprised I was in the same category as
them, but they were impressed someone as
young as me could produce what I did.”

Penny’s mum, Elizabeth Walker, said: “Penny
received lots of positive feedback from the
judges and encouragement and advice from all
sorts of people to help her to do even better
next time and pursue her chosen career.”

Seasoned gardeners were put out to 
seed when a green-fingered teenager
entered a national competition



A house designed by two Year 11
students came fourth out of 200 in a
national construction competition

Sally Endean and Katarina Sucikova got down to the final five teams
in the national competition by Bloor Homes.

Home for Design gives schoolchildren the opportunity to see
their designs come to life.

The duo won £100 in Amazon gift vouchers for their hard
work, design skills and presentation techniques.

Emma O’Donnell, who teaches Sally and Katarina GCSE graphic
products, said: “The girls were given a list of criteria their plans had
to fulfil. Their house had to have a certain number of bedrooms
and size of garden and they had to give consideration to things like
conserving energy. They had to justify every design decision they
made, such as if they decided the house would be open plan, they
had to explain why and how that would work.

“The girls have had to learn to use AutoCAD computer
software to design their house.

“We are extremely proud of the girls and know the experience
has been invaluable to them. They are a credit to not only Burnt
Mill, but to their families, too.”

For the finals, they produced a 3D plan and so had to learn to
use new 3D software.

Students devoted a whole 
day to dance
World Dance Day was marked with a packed schedule of events,
from flash mobs to West End theatre workshops and ballet lessons.

The event was celebrated around the school and saw a number
of professional visitors work with students.

Zest Dance Company, from London, held a Bollywood dance
workshop with Year 7 and 8 students, while the GCSE dance group
enjoyed a ballet workshop.

West End performer and choreographer David Bridges visited
the school to contribute to the day.

Flash mob dances appeared around the school and a lunchtime
breakdance battle meant all students could get involved and have
fun.

Dance teacher Sarah Viccars said: “We are a performing arts
school and should be encouraging children to get involved in
activities like this.

“The role of performing arts in education is so important from
confidence building to performance ability; there are lots of
transferable skills for other subjects.”

Our teenagers are the third 
best in the country at chess
Three students from Years 10 and 11 took part in the finals of the
2014 National Female Chess Championship after successfully
winning through the heats.

The competition, by the Under 19 English National Chess
Federation, saw Svetlana Sucikova, Year 10, Katarina Sucikova and
Emilia Marciniec, both Year 11, compete with fellow students from
independent and grammar schools.

Mark Bedford, the maths teacher who runs our chess club, said:
“The chess was fast and furious and the level of concentration all
the girls had to show was a credit to them and their training.

“Some of the games lasted for an hour and 45 minutes, 
often coming down to the last few pieces. Katarina won five out 
of five games, despatching all opponents in a cool and 
collected manner.”

Extra curricular opportunitiEs



Netball players are on 
a roll of success this year

Not only did they come away from an English schools tour in
Paris with a number of successes, but the senior team have also
become west Essex champions for the first time.

Teams in Years 8 to 11 competed in Paris, with Year 10 winning
their competition and Years 8 and 11 coming fourth out of 16
teams. It’s the first time Year 10 have played on their own as they
usually make up half of the school’s senior team with Year 11.

During the five-day Paris tour, the girls were trained by England
coaches, as well as enjoying some time off to explore Disneyland.

Teacher Helen Roper, head of Year 10, said: “We took part in
this competition two years ago and were one of just three schools.
This year, there were about 40 teams so to come away with three
trophies was just great.”

The senior team won this year’s Harlow league, before going
on to also win the play-offs making them west Essex champions.

Head of PE Kristina O’Hara, who represented the INA England
(Indoor Netball Association) team in the World Championships in
South Africa, helps to train the teams.

Miss Roper said: “Since they were in Year 7, these girls have
worked so hard. In Year 7 they lost matches, they started to win in
Year 8 and came second in the league in Year 9. They have pulled
together as a team and come to training at 7.30am once a week.

“I am so proud of the girls. Being head of Year 10 makes their
success even more special to me. It’s one thing to have a team
which is good from the start, but this success has come from
dedication and hard work.”

The team is now looking to the county championships in
October, a title they have not won for five years.

A PE teacher has won a silver 
medal playing netball for 
England at the World
Championships in South Africa
Kristina O’Hara, head of PE, was part of the INA England (Indoor
Netball Association) squad. A member of Hertford Hornets
Netball Club, Miss O’Hara helped her team secure their first medal
in the 6s competition, playing nine games in three days.

She said: “We played South Africa in the semi finals and beat
them by 12 points after a fantastic last quarter. We went into the
last quarter drawing! We played Australia in the final and gave them
a good battle. I was in the starting line-up for the final and played
three out of the four quarters.

“I am loving the experience playing for my country and being
such a big part of us achieving the silver medal by scoring lots of
two-pointers for the team. 

“This is the best experience of my life - being introduced onto
court for England, singing the national anthem and playing in a
world champs final for my country.”

Indoor netball teams consist of six players, with two attacks,
two links and two defence. 

Extra curricular opportunitiEs


